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ABSTRACT
We present a method to acquire the reflectance field of a human
face and use these measurements to render the face under arbitrary
changes in lighting and viewpoint. We first acquire images of the
face from a small set of viewpoints under a dense sampling of in-
cident illumination directions using a light stage. We then con-
struct a reflectance function image for each observed image pixel
from its values over the space of illumination directions. From the
reflectance functions, we can directly generate images of the face
from the original viewpoints in any form of sampled or computed
illumination. To change the viewpoint, we use a model of skin re-
flectance to estimate the appearance of the reflectance functions for
novel viewpoints. We demonstrate the technique with synthetic ren-
derings of a person’s face under novel illumination and viewpoints.

Categories and subject descriptors: I.2.10 [Artificial Intel-
ligence]: Vision and Scene Understanding - intensity, color, pho-
tometry and thresholding; I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-
Dimensional Graphics and Realism - color, shading, shadow-
ing, and texture; I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism - radiosity; I.4.1 [Image Processing and
Computer Vision]: Digitization and Image Capture - radiometry,
reflectance, scanning; I.4.8 [Image Processing]: Scene Analysis
- photometry, range data, sensor fusion. Additional Key Words
and Phrases: facial animation; image-based modeling, rendering,
and lighting.

1 Introduction
Creating realistic renderings of human faces has been an endeavor
in computer graphics for nearly three decades [28] and remains a
subject of current interest. It is a challenging problem due to the
complex and individual shape of the face, the subtle and spatially
varying reflectance properties of skin, and the complex deforma-
tions of the face during movement. Compounding the problem,
viewers are extremely sensitive to the appearance of other people’s
faces.

Recent work has provided solutions to the problems of geomet-
rically modeling and animating faces. 3D photography techniques,
such as the Cyberware scanner, can acquire accurate geometric
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models of individual faces. Work to animate facial expressions
through morphing [2, 4, 29], performance-driven animation [38],
motion capture [14], and physics-based simulation [34, 20, 30] has
produced examples of realistic facial motion.

An outstanding problem is the lack of a method for capturing the
spatially varying reflectance characteristics of the human face. The
traditional approach of texture-mapping a photograph of a face onto
a geometric model usually fails to appear realistic under changes
in lighting, viewpoint, and expression. The problem is that the
reflectance properties of the face are complex: skin reflects light
both diffusely and specularly, and both of these reflection com-
ponents are spatially varying. Recently, skin reflectance has been
modeled using Monte Carlo simulation [16], and several aggregate
reflectance descriptions have been recorded from real people [22],
but there has not yet been a method of accurately rendering the
complexities of an individual’s facial reflectance under arbitrary
changes of lighting and viewpoint.

In this paper we develop a method to render faces under arbi-
trary changes in lighting and viewing direction based on recorded
imagery. The central device in our technique is a light stage (Fig. 2)
which illuminates the subject from a dense sampling of directions
of incident illumination. During this time the subject’s appearance
is recorded from different angles by stationary video cameras.

From this illumination data, we can immediately render the sub-
ject’s face from the original viewpoints under any incident field of
illumination by computing linear combinations of the original im-
ages. Because of the additive nature of light [5], this correctly re-
produces all of the effects of diffuse and specular reflection as well
as interreflections between parts of the face. We demonstrate this
technique by rendering faces in various forms of natural illumina-
tion captured in real-world environments, and discuss how this pro-
cess can be performed directly from compressed images.

In the second part of this paper we present a technique to ex-
trapolate a complete reflectance field from the acquired data which
allows us to render the face from novel viewpoints. For this acquire
a geometric model of the face through structured lighting, which
allows us to project the appearance from the original viewpoints
onto the geometry to render from novel viewpoints. However, re-
rendering directly from such projected images does not reproduce
view-dependent reflection from the face; most notably, the specular
components need to shift position according to the rendered view-
point.

To reproduce these view-dependent effects, we use a skin re-
flectance model to extrapolate the reflectance observed by the cam-
eras to that which would be observed from novel viewpoints. The
model is motivated by a set of in-plane reflectance measurements
of a patch of skin using polarizers on the light and the camera to
separate the reflection components. This model allows us to sepa-
rate the specular and sub-surface reflection components of the light
stage data using chromaticity analysis, and then to transform each
reflectance component into how it would appear from a novel view-
point. Using this technique, we can realistically render the face
from arbitrary viewpoints and in arbitrary lighting.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section
we review related work and discuss the reflectance field. In Sec-
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tion 3 we describe the light stage and how we synthesize physically
correct images of the subject under arbitrary illumination. In Sec-
tion 4 we develop a model of skin reflectance and use it to render
the face from novel viewpoints under arbitrary illumination. We
discuss future work in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6.

2 Background and Related Work
In this section we give an overview of related work in the areas
of facial modeling and animation, reflectometry, and image-based
modeling and rendering. We conclude with a description of the
reflectance field.

Facial Modeling and Animation Since the earliest work in
facial modeling and animation [28], generating realistic faces has
been a central goal. 3D photography techniques for acquiring fa-
cial geometry, such as the laser-triangulation based scanners made
by Cyberware, have been a helpful development. Such techniques
often also photograph a texture map for the face at the time of
the scan, which can be projected onto the face to produce ren-
derings. However, using such texture maps usually falls short of
producing photorealistic renderings since the map is illumination-
dependent and does not capture directionally varying reflectance
properties. Other work estimates facial models directly from im-
ages: [11, 29, 3] recover geometry by fitting morphable facial mod-
els; [11, 3] use the models to estimate albedo maps but do not con-
sider specular properties. [29] produces view-dependent reflectance
under the original illumination conditions through view-dependent
texture mapping [10].

Several techniques have been used to animate facial models; [2,
4, 29] blend between images in different expressions to produce
intermediate expressions. [38, 14] use the captured facial motion
of a real actor to drive the performance of a synthetic one. Physics-
based simulation techniques [34, 30, 40, 20] have helped animate
the complex deformations of a face in its different expressions.

Reflectometry Reflectometry is the measurement of how mate-
rials reflect light, or, more specifically, how they transform incident
illumination into radiant illumination. This transformation can be
described by the four-dimensional bi-directional reflectance distri-
bution function, or BRDF, of the material measured [25]. Several
efforts have been made to represent common BRDFs as parameter-
ized functions called reflectance models [35, 6, 37, 27, 19].

Hanrahan and Krueger [16] developed a parameterized model for
reflection from layered surfaces due to subsurface scattering, with
human skin as a specific case of their model. Their model of skin
reflectance was motivated by the optical properties of its surface,
epidermal, and dermal layers [36]. Each layer was given several
parameters according to its scattering properties and pigmentation,
and a Monte Carlo simulation of the paths light might take through
the skin surfaces produced renderings exhibiting a variety of qual-
itatively skin-like reflectance properties. The authors selected the
reflectance properties manually, rather than acquiring them from a
particular individual. The authors also simulated a uniform layer
of oil over the face to produce specular reflection; in our work we
acquire a reflectance model that reproduces the varying diffuse and
specular properties over the skin.

Much work has been done to estimate reflectance properties of
surfaces based on images taken under known lighting. [37] and [17]
presented techniques and apparatus for measuring anisotropic re-
flectance of material samples; [7] applied reflectometry techniques
to the domain of textured objects. In our work, we leverage being
able to separate reflection into diffuse and specular components.
This separation can be done through colorspace analysis [31] as
well as a combined analysis of the color and polarization of the
reflected light [24]; in our work we make use of both color and po-
larization. [32] used object geometry and varying light directions
to derive diffuse and specular parameters for a coffee mug; [41]

used an inverse radiosity method to account for mutual illumina-
tion in estimating spatially varying diffuse and piecewise constant
specular properties within a room.

Marschner, Westin, Lafortune, Torrance, and Greenberg [22] re-
cently acquired the first experimental measurements of living hu-
man facial reflectance in the visible spectrum. The authors pho-
tographed the forehead of their subjects under constant point-source
illumination and twenty viewing directions, and used the curvature
of the forehead to obtain a dense set of BRDF samples. From these
measurements, they derived a non-parametric isotropic BRDF rep-
resenting the average reflectance properties of the surface of the
forehead. In our work, we have chosen the goal of reproducing
the spatially varying reflectance properties across the surface of the
face; as a result, we sacrifice the generality of measuring a full
BRDF at each surface point and use models of specular and dif-
fuse reflectance to extrapolate the appearance to novel viewpoints.

Image-Based Modeling and Rendering In our work we
leverage several principles explored in recent work in image-based
modeling and rendering. [26, 15] showed how correct views of a
scene under different lighting conditions can be created by sum-
ming images of the scene under a set of basis lighting conditions;
[39] applied such a technique to create light fields [21, 13] with
controllable illumination. [42] showed that by illuminating a shiny
or refractive object with a set of coded lighting patterns, it could be
correctly composited over an arbitrary background by determining
the direction and spread of the reflected and refracted rays. [8] pre-
sented a technique for capturing images of real-world illumination
and using this lighting to illuminate synthetic objects; in this paper
we use such image-based lighting to illuminate real faces.

2.1 Definition of the Reflectance Field

The light field [12, 21], plenoptic function [1], and lumigraph [13]
all describe the presence of light within space. Ignoring wavelength
and fixing time, this is a five dimensional function of the form P =
P (x; y; z; �; �). The function represents the radiance leaving point
(x; y; z) in the direction (�; �).

[21, 13] observed that when the viewer is moving within unoc-
cluded space, the light field can be described by a four-dimensional
function. We can characterize this function as P 0 = P 0(u; v; �; �),
where (u; v) is a point on a closed surface A and (�; �) is a direc-
tion as before. A light field parameterized in this form induces a
five-dimensional light field in the space outside of A: if we follow
the ray beginning at (x; y; z) in the direction of (�; �) until it in-
tersects A at (u; v), we have P (x; y; z; �; �) = P 0(u; v; �; �). In
an example from [21] A was chosen to be a cube surrounding the
object; in an example from [13] A was chosen to be the visual hull
of the object. We can also consider the viewer to be inside of A
observing illumination arriving from outside of A as shown in [21].

Images generated from a light field can have any viewing posi-
tion and direction, but they always show the scene under the same
lighting. In general, each field of incident illumination on A will
induce a different field of radiant illumination from A. We can rep-
resent the radiant light field from A under every possible incident
field of illumination as an eight-dimensional reflectance field:

R = R(Ri;Rr) = R(ui; vi; �i; �i;ur; vr; �r; �r) (1)

Here, Ri(ui; vi; �i; �i) represents the incident light field arriv-
ing at A and Rr(ur; vr; �r; �r) represents the radiant light field
leaving A (see Figure 1(a)). Except that we do not presume A to
be coindicent with a physical surface, the reflectance field is equiv-
alent to the bidirectional scattering-surface reflectance distribution
function S, or BSSRDF, described in Nicodemus et al. [25]. Para-
phrasing [25], this function “provides a way of quantitatively ex-
pressing the connection between reflected flux leaving (ur; vr) in
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a given direction and the flux incident at (ui; vi) in another given
direction.”

In this work we are interested in acquiring reflectance fields of
real objects, in particular human faces. A direct method to acquire
the reflectance field of a real object would be to acquire a set of light
fields of an object Rr(ur; vr; �r; �r) for a dense sampling of inci-
dent beams of illumination from direction (�i; �i) arriving at the
surface A at (ui; vi). However, recording a four dimensional light
field for every possible incident ray of light would require a ponder-
ous amount of acquisition time and storage. Instead, in this work we
acquire only non-local reflectance fields where the incident illumi-
nation field originates far away from A so that Ri(ui; vi; �i; �i) =
Ri(u

0

i; v
0

i; �i; �i) for all ui; vi; u0i; v
0

i. Thus a non-local reflectance
field can be represented as R0 = R0(�i; �i;ur; vr; �r; �r). This re-
duces the representation to six dimensions, and is useful for repre-
senting objects which are some distance from the rest of the scene.
In Section 3.4 we discuss using a non-local reflectance field to pro-
duce local illumination effects.

In this work we extrapolate the complete field of radiant illu-
mination from data acquired from a sparse set of camera positions
(Section 3) and choose the surface A to be a scanned model of the
face (Figure 1(b)), yielding a surface reflectance field analogous to
a surface light field [23]. A model of skin reflectance properties is
used to synthesize views from arbitrary viewpoints (Section 4).
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Figure 1: The Reflectance Field (a) describes how a volume
of space enclosed by a surface A transforms an incident field
of illumination Ri(ui; vi; �i; �i) into a radiant field of illumina-
tion Rr(ur; vr; �r; �r). In this paper, we acquire a non-local
reflectance field (b) in which the incident illumination consists
solely of directional illumination (�i; �i). We choose A to be
coincident with the surface of the face, yielding a surface re-
flectance field which allows us to extrapolate the radiant light field
Rr(ur; vr; �r; �r) from a sparse set of viewpoints.

3 Re-illuminating Faces
The goal of our work is to capture models of faces that can be
rendered realistically under any illumination, from any angle, and,
eventually, with any sort of animated expression. The data that we
use to derive our models is a sparse set of viewpoints taken under a
dense set of lighting directions. In this section, we describe the ac-
quisition process, how we transform each facial pixel location into
a reflectance function, and how we use this representation to render
the face from the original viewpoints under any novel form of illu-
mination. In the following section we will describe how to render
the face from new viewpoints.

3.1 The Light Stage

The light stage used to acquire the set of images is shown in Fig.
2. The subject sits in a chair which has a headrest to help keep his
or her head still during the capture process. Two digital video cam-
eras view the head from a distance of approximately three meters;
each captures a view of the left or the right side of the face. A spot-
light, calibrated to produce an even field of illumination across the

Figure 2: The Light Stage consists of a two-axis rotation system
and a directional light source. The outer black bar � is rotated
about the central vertical axis and the inner bar � is lowered one
step for each � rotation. Video cameras placed outside the stage
record the face’s appearance from the left and right under this com-
plete set of illumination directions, taking slightly over a minute to
record. The axes are operated manually by cords and an electronic
audio signal triggered by the � axis registers the video to the illu-
mination directions. The inset shows a long-exposure photograph
of the light stage in operation.

subject’s head, is affixed at a radius of 1.5 meters on a two-axis ro-
tation mechanism that positions the light at any azimuth � and any
inclination �. In operation, the light is spun about the � axis con-
tinuously at approximately 25 rpm and lowered along the � axis by
180

32
degrees per revolution of � (the cord controlling the � axis is

marked at these increments). The cameras, which are calibrated for
their flat-field response and intensity response curve, capture frames
continuously at 30 frames per second which yields 64 divisions of
� and 32 divisions of � in approximately one minute, during which
our subjects are usually capable of remaining still. A future version
could employ high-speed cameras running at 250 to 1000 frames
per second to lower the capture time to a few seconds. Some source
images acquired with the apparatus are shown in Fig. 5.

3.2 Constructing Reflectance Functions

For each pixel location (x; y) in each camera, we observe that lo-
cation on the face illuminated from 64 � 32 directions of � and
�. From each pixel we form a slice of the reflectance field called
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Figure 3: Reflectance Functions for a Face This mosaic is formed from the reflectance functions of a 15 � 44 sampling of pixels from
the original 480 � 720 image data. Each 64 � 32 reflectance function consists of the corresponding pixel location’s appearance under
two thousand lighting directions distributed throughout the sphere. The inset shows the same view of the face under a combination of three
lighting directions. The functions have been brightened by a factor of four from the original data.
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a reflectance function Rxy(�; �) corresponding to the ray through
that pixel. Note that we are using the term “reflectance” loosely
as true reflectance divides out the effect of the foreshortening of
incident light. However, since the surface normal is unknown, we
do not make this correction. If we let the pixel value at location
(x; y) in the image with illumination direction (�,�) be represented
as L�;�(x; y), then we have simply:

Rxy(�; �) = L�;�(x; y) (2)

Fig. 3 shows a mosaic of reflectance functions for a particular
viewpoint of the face. Four of these mosaics are examined in detail
in Fig. 4. The reflectance functions exhibit and encode the effects of
diffuse reflection, specular reflection, self-shadowing, translucency,
mutual illumination, and subsurface scattering.

3.3 Re-illuminating the Face

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Figure 4: A Sampling of Facial Reflectance Functions The above
reflectance functions appear in the mosaic of Fig. 3. The middle of
each function corresponds to the pixel being illuminated from the
direction of the camera; as one moves within the reflectance func-
tion the light direction moves in the same manner. Reflectance func-
tion (a) is taken from the forehead toward the right of the image, and
exhibits a noticeable specular lobe as well as an unoccluded diffuse
lobe. (b) from the right of the underside of the jaw exhibits a weaker
specular component and some self-shadowing at lower lighting an-
gles caused by the shoulder blocking the light source. (c) from the
subject’s cheek to the right and below the nose exhibits a mild spec-
ular reflection and shadowing due to the nose in the upper left. (d)
sampled from a pixel inside the pinna of the ear exhibits illumi-
nation from diffuse reflection and from light scattering through the
tissue when illuminated from behind. Each function exhibits a thin
black curve in its lower half where the phi axis bar occasionally ob-
scurs the view of the face, and a bright spot due to lens flare where
the light points into the camera. These regions appear in the same
places across images and are ignored in the lighting analysis.

Suppose that we wish to generate an image of the face in a novel
form of illumination. Since each Rxy(�; �) represents how much
light is reflected toward the camera by pixel (x; y) as a result of
illumination from direction (�; �), and since light is additive, we
can compute an image of the face L̂(x; y) under any combination
of the original light sources Li(�; �) as follows:

L̂(x; y) =
X
�;�

Rxy(�; �)Li(�; �) (3)

Each color channel is computed separately using the above equa-
tion. Since the light sources densely sample the viewing sphere, we
can represent any form of sampled incident illumination using this
basis. In this case, it is necessary to consider the solid angle ÆA
covered by each of the original illumination directions:

L̂(x; y) =
X
�;�

Rxy(�; �)Li(�; �)ÆA(�; �) (4)

For our data, ÆA(�; �) = sin�; the light stage records more
samples per solid angle near the poles than at the equator. Equation
5 shows the computation of Equation 4 graphically. First, the map
of incident illumination (filtered down to the 64� 32 (�; �) space)
is normalized by the map of ÆA(�; �). Then, the resulting map
is multiplied by the pixel’s reflectance function. Finally, the pixel
values of this product are summed to compute the re-illuminated
pixel value. These equations assume the light stage’s light source
is white and has unit radiance; in practice we normalize the re-
flectance functions based on the light source color. Figure 6 shows
a face synthetically illuminated with several forms of sampled and
synthetic illumination using this technique.

δΑ normalized 
light map

light map

normalized 
light map

reflectance 
function

lighting product

rendered 
pixel

lighting product

1

(5)

Writing the re-illumination equation of Equation 4 as the sum
of the product of two64 � 32 images allows us to gain efficiency
in both storage and computation using the techniques presented by
Smith and Rowe [33] by computing the product directly on JPEG-
compressed versions of the images. This can reduce both storage
and computation by a factor of twenty while maintaining good im-
age quality.

3.4 Discussion

Since each rendered image can also be represented as a linear com-
bination of the original images, all of the proper effects of non-
diffuse reflectance, mutual illumination, translucence, and subsur-
face scattering are preserved, as noted in [26]. The64 � 32 set
of illumination directions used is somewhat coarse; however, the
reflectance functions are generally not aliased at this resolution,
which implies that when the light maps are also properlyfiltered
down to64 � 32 there will be no aliasing in the resulting render-
ings. The place where the reflectance functions do become aliased
is where there is self-shadowing; the expected result of this is that
one would see somewhat stairstepped shadows in harsh lighting sit-
uations. Such effects could be smoothed by using an area light
source to illuminate the subject.

Since this technique captures slices of a non-local reflectance
field, it does not tell us how to render a person under dappled light
or in partial shadow. A technique that will in many cases produce
reasonable results is to illuminate different pixels of the face us-
ing different models of incident illumination; however, this will no
longer produce physically valid images because changes to the in-
direct illumination are not considered. As an example, consider
rendering a face with a shaft of light hitting just below the eye. In
reality, the light below the eye would throw indirect illumination on
the underside of the brow and the side of the nose; this technique
would not capture this effect.
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Figure 5:Light Stage Images Above are five of the 2048 images taken by one camera during a run of the light stage. The pixel values of
each location on the face under the 2048 illumination directions are combined to produce the mosaic images in Fig. 3. Below each image is
the impulse light map that would generate it.

Figure 6: Face Rendered under Sampled Illumination Each of the above images shows the face synthetically illuminated with novel
lighting, with the corresponding light map shown below. Each image is created by taking the dot product of each pixel’s reflectance function
with the light map. The first four illumination environments are light probe measurements acquired from real-world illumination (see [8])
recorded as omnidirectional high dynamic range images; the rightmost lighting environment is a synthetic test case.

A person’s clothing reflects indirect light back onto the face, and
our capture technique reproduces the person’s appearance in what-
ever clothing they were wearing during the capture session. If we
need to change the color of the person’s clothing (for example, to
place a costume on a virtual actor), we can record the subject twice,
once wearing white clothing and once with black clothing. Sub-
tracting the second image from thefirst yields an image of the indi-
rect illumination from the clothing, which can then be tinted to any
desired color and added back in to the image taken with the black
clothing; this process is illustrated in Figure 7.

By recording the light stage images in high dynamic range [9]
and using the process of environment matting [42], we can apply
this technique to translucent and refractive objects and reproduce
the appearance of the environment in the background; this process
is described in the Appendix.

4 Changing the Viewpoint
In this section we describe our technique to extrapolate complete
reflectancefields from the reflectancefield slices acquired in Sec-
tion 3, allowing us to render the face from arbitrary viewpoints as
well as under arbitrary illumination. In our capture technique, we

observe the face under a dense set of illumination conditions but
from only a small set of viewpoints. To render the face from a
novel viewpoint, we must resynthesize the reflectance functions to
appear as they would from the new viewpoint.

To accomplish this, we make use of a skin reflectance model
which we introduce in Section 4.1. This model is used to guide
the shifting and scaling of measured reflectance function values as
the viewpoint changes. As such, our technique guarantees that the
resynthesized reflectance function will agree exactly with the mea-
sured data if the novel viewpoint is the same as the viewpoint for
data capture.

The resynthesis technique requires that our reflectance functions
be decomposed into specular and diffuse (subsurface) components.
Section 4.2 describes this separation process. Section 4.3 describes
the re-synthesis of a reflectance function for a new viewpoint. Sec-
tion 4.4 discusses the technique in the context of shadowing and
mutual illumination effects. Section 4.5 explains the method used
to produce renderings of the entire face using resynthesized re-
flectance functions.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7: Modeling indirect light from clothing Indirect re-
flectance from the subject’s clothing can be modeled by recording
the subject wearing both white (a) and black (b) clothing (we drape
the white clothing on the subject and pull it away to reveal the black
clothing.) (a) exhibits indirect lighting on the neck and beneath the
chin and nose. Correct renderings of the person wearing any color
clothing can be created by adding a tinted version of (a) minus (b)
to (b). Using this method, (c) shows the subject with the indirect
light she would receive from green clothing.

4.1 Investigating Skin Reflectance

In this section we consider the reflectance properties of skin, and
describe our data-driven skin reflectance model. The model is in-
tended to capture the behavior of skin, but could be useful for a
wider class of surfaces.

Following [16], we note that the light reflected from the skin can
be decomposed into two components: a specular component con-
sisting of light immediately reflected at the index of refraction tran-
sition at the air-oil interface (see Figure 8), and a non-Lambertian
diffuse component consisting of light transmitted through the air-oil
interface that, after some number of subsurface scattering interac-
tions, is transmitted from the oil layer to air.

We first investigated the general behavior of these two compo-
nents. As shown in Figure 8, light which reflects specularly off the
skin will maintain the polarization of the incident light; however,
light which emerges from below the surface will have been depo-
larized by scattering interactions. Taking advantage of this fact, we
can separate the reflection components by placing linear polarizers
on both the light source and the camera1. Figure 9 shows separated
specular and diffuse reflection components of a face using this tech-
nique.

oil layer

epidermal and dermal layers

(b) (c) (d)(a)

Figure 8:Skin Reflectance Light reflecting from skin must have re-
flected specularly off the surface (a) or at some point entered one
or more of the scattering layers (b, c, d). If the incident light is
polarized, the specularly reflected light will maintain this polar-
ization; however, light which scatters within the surface becomes
depolarized. This allows reflection components to be separated as
in Figures 9 and 10.

Using this effect, we carried out an in-plane experiment to mea-
sure the specular and diffuse reflectance properties of a small patch

1In these tests we polarize the light source vertically with respect to the
plane of incidence so that the specular reflection does not become attenuated
near the Brewster angle.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 9: Separating diffuse and specular components can be
performed by placing a linear polarizer on both the light source
and the camera. (a) Normal image under point-source illumina-
tion. (b) Image of diffuse reflectance obtained by placing a vertical
polarizer on the light source and a horizontal polarizer on the cam-
era, blocking specularly reflected light. (c) Image of accentuated
specular reflectance obtained by placing both polarizers vertically
(half the diffusely reflected light is blocked relative to the specularly
reflected light). (d) Difference of (c) and (b) yielding the specular
component. The images have been scaled to appear consistent in
brightness.

of skin on a person’s forehead. Figure 10 shows how we adapted
the light stage of Figure 2 for this purpose by placing the� axis in
the horizontal position and placing a vertical polarizer on the light
source. We rotated the horizontal� axis continuously while we
placed a video camera aimed at our subject’s vertically aligned fore-
head at a sampling of reflected illumination angles. The camera an-
gles we used were�(0; 22:5; 45; 60; 75; 82:5; 86:25; 89) degrees
relative to the forehead’s surface normal in order to more densely
sample the illumination at grazing angles. At 89 degrees the skin
area was very foreshortened so we were not able to say with cer-
tainty that the measurement we took originated only from the target
area. We performed the experiment twice: once with the camera
polarizer placed horizontally to block specular reflection, and once
with the camera polarizer placed vertically to accentuate it. The av-
erage intensity and color of the reflected light from a2 � 5 pixel
area on the forehead was recorded in this set of configurations.

subject

moving
light

camera

vertical 
polarizer

horizontal
polarizer

other
camera
positions

Figure 10:Reflectometry Experiment In this experiment, the dif-
fuse and specular reflectance of an area of skin on the subject’s
forehead was recorded from sixty-four illumination directions for
each of fifteen camera positions. Polarizers on the light and cam-
era were used to separate the reflection components.

We noted two trends in the acquired reflectance data (Figure 11).
First, the specular component becomes much stronger for large val-
ues of�i or �r and exhibits off-specular reflection. To accommo-
date this behavior in our model, we use the microfacet-based frame-
work introduced by Torrance and Sparrow [35]. This framework as-
sumes geometric optics and models specular lobes as surface (Fres-
nel) reflection from microfacets having a Gaussian distribution of
surface normals. Shadowing and masking effects between the mi-
crofacets are computed under the assumption that the microfacets
form V-shaped grooves. Our model differs only in that we do not
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θi

90

−90
−180 180

90

−90
−180 180

θr

θi

θr

Figure 11:Reflectometry Results The left image shows the mea-
sured diffuse (sub-surface) component of the skin patch obtained
from the experiment in Fig. 10 for incident illumination angle �i
and viewing direction �r . �r is nonuniformly spaced at angles of
�(0; 22:5; 45; 60; 75; 82:5; 86:25; 89) degrees. Invalid measure-
ments from the light source blocking the camera’s view are set to
black. The right image shows the corresponding data for accentu-
ated specular reflectance.

assume that the microfacet normal distribution is Gaussian; since
we have measurements of the specular component for dense inci-
dent directions, we simply take the microfacet normal distribution
directly from the observed data. This allows the measured specular
lobe to be reproduced exactly if the viewpoint is unchanged.

The second trend in the data is a desaturation of the diffuse com-
ponent for large values of�i and�r. To accommodate this, we make
a minor deviation from pure Lambertian behavior, allowing the sat-
uration of the diffuse chromaticity to ramp between two values as
�i and�r vary.

Representing chromaticities as unit RGB vectors, we model the
diffuse chromaticity as:

normalize( ~d0 + f(�i; �r)( ~d0 � ~s)) (6)

where ~d0 is a representative diffuse chromaticity,~s is the light
source chromaticity, andf(�i; �r) is given by:

f(�i; �r) = �0(cos �i cos �r) + �1(1� cos �i cos �r) (7)

We recover the parameters�0 and�1 directly from our data for
each reflectance function. This correction to the diffuse chromatic-
ity is used for the color space separation of diffuse and specular
components described in Section 4.2, and also in our reflectance
function resynthesis technique described in Section 4.3.

In addition to this experiment, we also performed Monte Carlo
simulations of subsurface scattering similar to those in [16]. We
used two scattering layers, both with strong forward scattering, and
with the lower layer having significant absorption of shorterwave-
lengths to simulate the presence of blood in the dermis. These sim-
ulations yielded a variation in the chromaticity of the diffuse com-
ponent similar to that observed in our data.

4.2 Separating Specular and Subsurface Compo-
nents

We begin by separating the specular and subsurface (diffuse) com-
ponents for each pixel’s reflectance function. While we could per-
form this step using the polarization approach of Section 4.1, this
would require two passes of the lighting rig (one for diffuse only
and one that includes specular) or additional cameras. Furthermore,
one of the polarizers would have to rotate in a non-trivial pattern to
maintain the proper relative orientations of the polarizers when�
is non-horizontal. Instead, we use a color space analysis technique
related to [31].

For a reflectance function RGB valueRxy(�; �), we can writeR
as a linear combination of its diffuse color~d and its specular color
~s. In reality, due to noise, interreflections, and translucency, there
will also be an error component~e:

R = �d ~d+ �s~s+ �e~e

(a) (e)

(b) (f)

(c) (g)

(d) (h)
Figure 12:Analyzing and Resynthesizing Reflectance Functions
Reflectance functions (a) can be decomposed into specular (b) and
diffuse (c) components using colorspace analysis based on a model
of the variation in diffuse chromaticity (d). We compute a surface
normal ~n based on the diffuse component (magenta dot in (c)), and
a normal ~ns (coincident with ~n in this case) based on the maximum
(green dot) of the specular component and the known viewing di-
rection (yellow dot). We demonstrate the resynthesis of reflectance
functions for new viewpoints by resynthesizing (a), which was cap-
tured by the left camera, from the viewpoint of the right camera.
We first transform the specular component to a representation in-
dependent of the original viewpoint (essentially a microfacet nor-
mal distribution) as shown in (e), then transform (e) in accordance
with the new viewpoint to produce (f). The diffuse component is
chrominance-shifted for the new viewpoint and added to the trans-
formed specular component to produce the new reflectance function
(g). For comparison, (h) shows the actual reflectance function (with
lens flare spot and �-bar shadow) from the second camera.

We choose~e = ~d � ~s and determine values for�d, �s, and�e
by inverting the resulting3�3 matrix. To form the final separation,
we computeS = max(�s; 0)~s andD = R� S so that the sum of
D andS yields the original reflectance functionR.

This analysis assumes that the specular and diffuse colors are
known. While we can assume that the specular component is the
same color as the incident light, the diffuse color presents a more
difficult problem, because it changes not only from pixel to pixel,
but also within each reflectance function, as described in Section
4.1. To achieve an accurate separation, we must first estimate the
diffuse chromaticity ramp.

Since we assume the diffuse chromaticity is a functionf of �i
and�r, we must first estimate the surface normal. For this we per-
form an initial rough color space separation based on a uniform
diffuse chromaticityd0. We derive this diffuse chromaticity by
computing the median of the red-green and green-blue ratios over
reflectance function values falling in a certain brightness range. We
then perform a diffuse-specular separation and fit a Lambertian lobe
to the diffuse component, using a coarse-to-fine direct search. This
fitting yields an estimate of the surface normal.
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We then find the parameters�0 and�1 which give the best fit to
the observed chromaticities in the original unseparated reflectance
function, again using a coarse-to-fine direct search. Knowing the
viewpoint and the surface normal, we downweight values near the
mirror angle to prevent the color ramp from being biased by strong
specularities. The final separation into diffuse and specular compo-
nents is computed using the fitted model of diffuse chromaticity as
shown in Fig. 12.

We use the final separated diffuse component to recompute the
surface normal~n, as seen in Fig. 14(b). For visualization purposes,
we can also compute an estimate of the diffuse albedo~�d and total
specular energy�s, which are shown in Fig. 14(c) and (d).

4.3 Transforming Reflectance Functions to Novel
Viewpoints

The process of resynthesizing a reflectance function for a novel
viewpoint is illustrated in Fig. 12. The resynthesis algorithm takes
the following input:

1. The diffuse reflectance functionD(�; �)

2. The specular reflectance functionS(�; �)
3. The surface normal~n
4. The index of refraction for surface (specular) reflection
5. The diffuse chromaticity ramp parameters�0 and�1
6. The original and novel view direction vectors~v0 and~vn

The diffuse and specular reflectance functions may optionally be
transformed to a representation that does not depend on the original
viewing direction, for example by transforming the functions to the
form they would have if~v = ~n. In this case, the resynthesis no
longer requires the original view direction. An example of this for
the specular component is shown in Fig. 12(e).

To synthesize a reflectance function from a novel viewpoint, we
separately synthesize the diffuse and specular components. A sam-
ple in a specular reflectance function represents a specular response
to a light source in the corresponding direction. If the view direction
is known, we may consider this specular response to be a measure
of the proportion of microfacets with normals oriented within some
solid angle of the halfway vector between the view direction and
the sample’s light source direction sample. To compute a specular
reflectance function from a new view direction~vn, we compute for
each light source direction~lp the halfway vector:

~H = normalize(~vn +~lp)

We then find the light source direction~lq that would have re-
sponded to microfacets near~H from the original view direction~v0:

~lq = 2( ~H � ~v0) ~H � ~v0

Letting !i specify a direction of incoming radiance, the
Torrance-Sparrow model relates the observed radianceL to the mi-
crofacet normal distribution P as follows:

L~v =

Z
PL!iGF

4 cos �r
d!i (8)

whereG is a geometric attenuation factor andF is the Fresnel re-
flectivity. G depends on~v,~l, and~n. The expression forG is some-
what complicated, and we refer the interested reader to [35].F is
given by the Fresnel equation for unpolarized light, which can be
computed from~v and~l.

Considering all quantities in (8) to be constant over the small
solid angle
 subtended by our light source, we have:

L~v =
PL

�~l

GF

4(~v � ~n)

Assuming the light source presents a constantL
�~l


 as it moves,

and recalling that the light direction~lq is chosen to sample the same
point in the microfacet normal distribution as~lp, we can compute
the new sample radianceL~vn due to a light at~lp as a function of
the original radiance sampleL~v0 due to a light at~lq:

L~vn = L~v0

G(~vn;~lp; ~n)F (~vn;~lp) (~v0 � ~n)

G(~v0;~lq; ~n)F (~v0;~lq) (~vn � ~n)
(9)

Fig. 12(f) shows a specular reflectance function synthesized us-
ing (9) for a view direction 80 degrees from the original view.

For the diffuse component we apply our diffuse chrominance
ramp correction to each value in the diffuse reflectance function,
first inverting the chrominance shift due to the original view di-
rection and then applying the chrominance shift for the new view
direction. The chrominance shift is computed with the recovered
parameters�0 and�1 as in (6), using the actual sample chromatic-
ity in place of~d0.

A final resynthesized reflectance function consisting of the
resynthesized diffuse and specular components is shown in Fig.
12(g), and is consistent with an actual reflectance function acquired
from the novel viewpoint in Fig. 12(h).

4.4 Considering Shadowing and Interreflection

Since our geometry is presumed to be non-convex, we expect re-
flectance functions in areas not on the convex hull to exhibit global
illumination effects such as shadows and interreflections. To deal
with such areas, we compute a shadow map for each reflectance
function. This could be done using our geometric model, but since
the geometry is incomplete we instead compute the shadow map
using brightness thresholding on the original reflectance function.
This is demonstrated in Figure 13. We then do the analysis of Sec-
tion 4.2 on the reflectance function modulated by the shadow map.
This will give good results when the direct light dominates the indi-
rect light over the non-shadowed portion of the reflectance function,
a good assumption for most areas of the face.

When synthesizing a new specular reflectance function, the
shadow map is used to prevent a specular lobe from appearing in
shadowed directions. The converse of this effect is that when a
specularity is shadowed in our original data, we are unable to re-
cover the specular lobe. This problem could be reduced by using
more cameras.

An advantage of our synthesis technique is that diffuse inter-
reflections, and in fact all light paths terminating with a diffuse re-
flection, are left intact in the diffuse reflectance function and are
thus reproduced without the necessity of performing the difficult
steps of inverse and forward global illumination.

4.5 Creating Renderings

With the ability to resynthesize reflectance functions for new view
directions, it is straightforward to render the face in arbitrary illu-
mination from arbitrary viewpoints. We first use the technique of
Section 3 to render a view of the face in the novel lighting using the
modified reflectance functions. Although geometrically from the
original point of view, the face is shaded as if it were viewed from
the novel point of view. We then project this image onto a geomet-
ric model of the face (see Fig. 14(e)) and view the model from the
novel viewpoint, yielding a rendering in which the illumination and
viewpoint are consistent. In our work we use two original view-
points, one for the left and one for the right of the face, and blend
the results over the narrow region of overlap (with more cameras,
view-dependent texture mapping could be used to blend between
viewpoints as in [10, 29]). Renderings made with this technique
are shown in Figs. 14(f),(g) and (h), and comparisons with actual
photographs are shown in Fig. 15.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 14:Analyzing Reflectance and Changing the Viewpoint (a) An original light stage image taken by the left camera.(b) Recovered
surface normalsnd derived from the fitted diffuse reflectance lobe for each pixel; the RGB value for each pixel encodes the X, Y, and Z
direction of each normal.(c) Estimated diffuse albedo�d. Although not used by our rendering algorithm, such data could be used in a
traditional rendering system.(d) Estimated specular energy�s, also of potential use in a traditional rendering system.(e) Face geometry
recovered using structured lighting.(f) Face rendered from a novel viewpoint under synthetic directional illumination.(g,h) Face rendered
from a novel viewpoint under the two sampled lighting environments used in the second two renderings of Fig. 6.

(a) (c) (e) (g)

(b) (d) (f) (h)

Figure 15:Matching to Real-World Illumination (a,b) Actual photographs of the subject in two different environments.(c,d) Images
of a light probe placed in the position of the subject’s head in the same environments.(e,f) Synthetic renderings of the face matched to the
photographed viewpoints and illuminated by the captured lighting.(g,h) Renderings of the synthetic faces (e,f) composited over the original
faces (a,b); the hair and shoulders come from the orginal photographs and are not produced using our techniques. The first environment is
outdoors in sunlight; the second is indoors with mixed lighting coming from windows, incandescent lamps, and fluorescent ceiling fixtures.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Figure 13: Reflectance Function Shadow Maps The reflectance
function of a point near the nose (a) and the corresponding shadow
map (b) computed using brightness thresholding. (c) shows a point
in the ear which receives strong indirect illumination, causing the
non-shadowed region in (d) to be overestimated. This causes some
error in the diffuse-specular separation and the diffuse albedo to be
underestimated in the ear as seen in Fig. 14(c).

5 Discussion and Future work

The work we have done suggests a number of avenues for improve-
ments and extensions. First, we currently extrapolate reflectance
functions using data from single viewpoints. Employing additional
cameras to record reflectance functions for each location on the face
would improve the results since less extrapolation of the data would
be required. Using the polarization technique of Fig. 9 to directly
record specular and subsurface reflectance functions could also im-
prove the renderings, especially for subjects with pale skin.

A second avenue of future work is to animate our recovered fa-
cial models. For this, there already exist effective methods for ani-
mating geometrically detailed facial models such as [29], [14], and
[34]. For these purposes, it will also be necessary to model and
animate the eyes, hair, and inner mouth; reflectometry methods for
obtaining models of such structures would need to be substantially
different from our current techniques.

We would also like to investigate real-time rendering methods
for our facial models. While the fixed-viewpoint re-illumination
presented in Section 3 can be done interactively, synthesizing new
viewpoints takes several minutes on current workstations. Some
recent work has presented methods of using graphics hardware to
render complex reflectance properties [18]; we would like to in-
vestigate employing such methods to create renderings at interac-
tive rates. We also note that the storage required for a reflectance
field could be substantially reduced by compressing the source data
both in (u; v) space as well as(�; �) space to exploit similarities
amongst neighboring reflectance functions.

Real skin has temporally varying reflectance properties depend-
ing on temperature, humidity, mood, health, and age. The surface
blood content can change significantly as the face contorts and con-
tracts, which alters its coloration. Future work could characterize
these effects and integrate them into a facial animation system; part
the acquisition process could be to capture the reflectance field of a
person in a variety different expressions.

Lastly, the data capture techniques could be improved in a num-
ber of ways. High-definition television cameras would acquire
nearly eight times as many pixels of the face, allowing the pixel
size to be small enough to detect illumination variations from in-
dividual skin pores, which would increase the skin-like quality of
the renderings. One could also pursue faster capture by using high-
speed video cameras running at 250 or 1000 frames per second,
allowing full reflectance capture in just a few seconds and perhaps,
with more advanced techniques, in real time.

6 Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a practical technique for acquiring
the reflectance field of a human face using standard video equip-
ment and a relatively simple lighting apparatus. The method al-
lows the the face to be rendered under arbitrary illumination con-
ditions including image-based illumination. The general technique
of modeling facial reflectance from dense illumination directions,
sparse viewpoints, and recovered geometry suggests several areas
for future work, such as fitting to more general reflectance mod-
els and combining this work with facial animation techniques. It
is our hope that the work we have presented in this paper will help
encourage continued investigations into realistic facial rendering.
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Appendix: Combining with Environment Matting

The light stage can be used to relight objects as well as faces. In this
experiment we created a scene with diffuse, shiny, refractive, and
transmissive objects seen in (a). Because of the sharp specularities,
we recorded the scene with a finer angular resolution of128�64 di-
rections of� and� and in high dynamic range [9] using five passes
of the light stage at different exposure settings. Renderings of the
scene in two environments are shown in (c,d). Because high dy-
namic range imagery was used, the direct appearance of the light
source was captured properly, which allows the renderings to re-
produce a low-resolution version of the lighting environment in the
background. To replace this with a high resolution version of the
environment, we captured an environment matte [42] of the scene
(b) and computed the contribution of the reflected, refracted, and
transmitted light from the background (e,f). We then summed all
but the contribution from the background lighting directions to pro-
duce (g,h) and added in the light from the environment matte (e,f)
to produce a complete rendering of the scene and background (i,j).
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